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MININET wall rack was conceived for small household and SOHO (Small Office, Home Office) 
installations. Offers quick and easy assembly, without bolts or tools, thanks to four practicable 
lateral stoppers. Delivered Flat-pack.

MAIN ADVANTAGES
Its special design and thermoplastic construction are perfectly adapted to such diverse 
surroundings as stores, bank branch offices, industrial settings, etc. This is the ideal choice 
for any small voice/data, DSL telephony, Internet or video conferencing installation, with the 
additional benefit of its compatibility with Wireless technology.
Door with built-in hinge, which allows the door’s direction of rotation to be reversed
during assembly without using tools.
Transparent bronze-coloured window for supervising the equipment. Security lock with key.
Upper/lower bodies and lateral cover panels in heat-resistant thermoplastic ABS.
Standard ventilation in the upper/lower bodies allows optimum circulation of air (total ventilated 
area = 90 cm2).
Pre-machined and practicable rear ventilation slots which allow the wiring to be managed easily.
Internal sections adjustable for depth.
Rear cover panel with anchor points to wall.
Electronic support tray with bolt-free attachments, adjustable for height.
Quick-assembly patch-panel.
New design of jack anchoring frames makes the unit compatible with the assembly of Keystone 
and Systimax connectors.
Structured manufactured in heat-resistant ABS (90 ºC), and top cover panel, tray, locking 
sections and patch-panel in 1 mm thick sheet steel, finished in epoxy paint.
Color: sides, door frame and internal accessories in a color similar to RAL 9002, top and bottom 
cover panels and side stoppers similar to RAL 7044.

Standard configuration: 1 MININET, 1 pair of variable-depth sections, height-variable tray, 
patch-panel with 16 RJ45 ports, 16 jack attachment frames, upper and lower ventilation useful 
for wiring output

COLOR:   RAL 9002/7044
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RE-32240010 272 332 282 139 344 365 2
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